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It is the purpose of this work to derive the balance laws (in the Gu¨nther–Knowles–Sternberg sense) pertaining to dipo-
lar gradient elasticity. The theory of dipolar gradient (or grade 2) elasticity derives from considerations of microstructure in
elastic continua [Mindlin, R.D., 1964. Microstructure in linear elasticity. Arch. Rational Mech. Anal. 16, 51–78] and is
appropriate to model materials with periodic structure. According to this theory, the strain–energy density assumes the
form of a positive-deﬁnite function of the strain (as in classical elasticity) and the gradient of both strain and rotation
(additional terms). The balance laws are derived here through a more straightforward procedure than the one usually
employed in classical elasticity (i.e. Noether’s theorem). Indeed, the pertinent balance laws are obtained through the action
of the standard operators of vector calculus (grad, curl and div) on appropriate forms of the Hamiltonian of the system
under consideration. These laws are directly related to the energy release rates in the processes of crack translation, rota-
tion and self-similar expansion. Under certain conditions, they are identiﬁed with conservation laws and path-independent
integrals are obtained.
 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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This paper is the third (and the last one) in a series of papers by the present authors dealing with energy-
related considerations in dipolar gradient elasticity. It is our purpose here to derive the balance laws (in the
Gu¨nther–Knowles–Sternberg sense) in dipolar gradient elasticity and also related conservation laws and
path-independent integrals for cracks. The ﬁrst paper in this series (Grentzelou and Georgiadis, 2005) estab-
lished a uniqueness theorem for cracks and pertinent edge conditions by employing energy concepts and the-
orems. These edge conditions are appropriate bounds for certain ﬁelds near the crack edges. The second paper
(Georgiadis and Grentzelou, 2006) dealt with all basic energy theorems (the theorem of minimum potential0020-7683/$ - see front matter  2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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a reciprocal theorem) and, also, with the derivation of a path-independent integral of the J-type for cracks in
solids governed by the theory of dipolar gradient elasticity.
Since extensive literature reviews and expositions on dipolar gradient elasticity are already given in our
recent papers mentioned above, here we only present a brief introduction to the subject. The theory of dipolar
gradient elasticity was introduced by Toupin (1962) and Mindlin (1964) in an eﬀort to model the mechanical
behavior of solids with microstructure. In the present work the general form of gradient theory (Mindlin, 1964)
is adopted. This form assumes that: (i) each material particle has three degrees of freedom, (ii) an augmented
form of the Euler–Cauchy principle with a non-vanishing couple traction prevails, and (iii) the strain–energy
density depends upon the strain tensor and upon the gradient of both strain and rotation (i.e. the second gra-
dient of the displacement ﬁeld). As explained in Section 2 below, the general form includes as important spe-
cial cases the strain-gradient elasticity (form II in Mindlin, 1964) and the couple-stress elasticity (special case
of form III in Mindlin, 1964). Finally, we notice that the gradient theory is diﬀerent from the Cosserat (or
micropolar) theory that takes material particles with six independent degrees of freedom (three displacement
components and three rotation components, the latter involving rotation of a micro-medium w.r.t. its sur-
rounding medium).
An interesting feature of the theory stems from the assumed dependence of the strain energy on the gradient
of strain and/or rotation: the new material constants imply the presence of characteristic lengths in the mate-
rial behaviour. These lengths can be related with the size of microstructure. In this way, size eﬀects can be
incorporated in the stress analysis in a manner that classical theories cannot aﬀord. Continua for which such
an analysis can be useful are periodic material structures like those, e.g., of crystal lattices, crystallites of a
polycrystal or grains of a granular material.
Besides the fundamental papers by Toupin (1962) and Mindlin (1964), important theoretical contribu-
tions in gradient elasticity are contained in the works by Bleustein (1967), Mindlin and Eshel (1968), and
Germain (1973). Recent developments and applications of the gradient theory (in elasticity and plasticity)
include work by, among others, Fleck et al. (1994), Vardoulakis and Sulem (1995), Vardoulakis and Geor-
giadis (1997), Begley and Hutchinson (1998), Fleck and Hutchinson (1998), Zhang et al. (1998), Chen
et al. (1999), Gao et al. (1999), Shu et al. (1999), Huang et al. (2000), Shi et al. (2000), Amanatidou
and Aravas (2002), Georgiadis (2003), Huang et al. (2004), Georgiadis et al. (2004), Lazar and Maugin
(2005, 2006), Giannakopoulos et al. (2006), Giannakopoulos and Stamoulis (2007), and Lazar and Kirch-
ner (2007).
Regarding now appropriate length scales for strain gradient theories, as noted by Zhang et al. (1998),
although strain gradient eﬀects are associated with geometrically necessary dislocations in plasticity, they
may also be important for the elastic range in microstructured materials. Generally, theories with strain gra-
dient eﬀects are intended to model situations where the intrinsic material lengths are of the order of 0.1–10 lm
(see e.g. Shi et al., 2000). Since the strengthening eﬀects arising from strain gradients become important when
these gradients are large enough, these eﬀects will be signiﬁcant when the material is deformed in very small
volumes, such as in the immediate vicinity of crack tips, notches, small holes and inclusions, and micrometer
indentations. Examples of successful modelling of microstructure and size eﬀects in elastically deformed solids
by the dipolar gradient theory include propagation of waves with small wavelengths in layered media (Herr-
mann and Achenbach, 1968), bending of a polycrystalline aluminum beam (Kakunai et al., 1985), buckling of
elastic ﬁbres in composites (Fleck and Shu, 1995), granular materials (Chang et al., 2003), and new gradient-
elasticity solutions to the Flamant–Boussinesq and Kelvin problems that predict (in contrast with classical
elasticity) continuous and bounded displacements at the points of application of the loads (Georgiadis and
Anagnostou, 2007). Also, in wave propagation dealing with electronic-device applications, surface-wave fre-
quencies of the order of GHz are often used and therefore wavelengths of the micron order appear (see e.g.
White, 1970; Farnell, 1978). In such situations, dispersion phenomena at high frequencies can only be
explained on the basis of strain gradient theories (Georgiadis and Velgaki, 2003; Georgiadis et al., 2004).
In addition, the latter studies also provide estimates for a single microstructural parameter (i.e. an additional
material parameter to the standard Lame´ constants k and l) employed in some simple material models (like
the couple-stress elasticity and the gradient elasticity of form II in Mindlin’s theory), which lie within the con-
text discussed here.
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for cracks. This is a subject of Mechanics in Material Space (or Conﬁgurational Mechanics or Eshelbian
Mechanics) (see e.g. the treatise by Kienzler and Herrmann, 2000). The standard methods for deriving balance
and conservation laws in mechanics of continua are: (i) application of Noether’s (1918) theorem on invariant
variational principles, (ii) application of diﬀerential operators, and (iii) the Neutral Action method. The ﬁrst
two methods are applicable only for non-dissipative systems (i.e. systems for which a Lagrangian function
does exist). For dissipative systems, the third method has been developed (see e.g. Honein et al., 1991; Kienzler
and Herrmann, 2000).
Gu¨nther (1962) was the ﬁrst to apply Noether’s theorem in linear elastostatics in the absence of defects and
obtained the corresponding conservation laws. A partial result of the latter work was the derivation of an inte-
gral obtained independently by Eshelby (1951) and Rice (1968), who both followed diﬀerent procedures.
Eshelby (1951) introduced the concept of the force on an elastic defect. He deﬁned this force as the negative
gradient of the total potential energy of the body with respect to the size of the defect and proved that it could
be evaluated as an integral surrounding the defect. In the absence of such a defect, he proved that this integral
is equal to zero giving thus rise to a conservation law. On the other hand, Rice (1968) identiﬁed the energy
release rate during crack extension with the path-independent integral, known now as J-integral. Gu¨nther
(1962) related this integral to translation invariance, and also obtained two additional integrals, which he
related to rotation and expansion invariance. Knowles and Sternberg (1972) also applied Noether’s theorem
obtaining the conservation laws for both linearized and ﬁnite elastostatics. Next, Budiansky and Rice (1973)
indicated that the two additional integrals obtained by Knowles and Sternberg are associated with cavity rota-
tion and cavity expansion and they named them L and M integrals, respectively. Fletcher (1976) extended the
work by Knowles and Sternberg for linear elastodynamics and so did Herrmann (1978) for some speciﬁc cases
of linear elastodynamics and thermoelasticity.
The underlying idea in applying Noether’s theorem is that invariance of the action of the Lagrangian under
certain transformations leads to the complete set of balance laws for the system under consideration. There-
fore, these laws must in fact lie latently in the Lagrangian itself and might thus be derived by subjecting the
Lagrangian function itself to certain operations. It was Golebiewska-Herrmann (1981) who ﬁrst indicated this,
and later, Eischen and Herrmann (1987), carrying out the necessary steps, produced the three balance laws of
linear elastodynamics by submitting the Lagrangian function to the usual operators of the vector calculus,
namely grad, curl and div. The latter two act in fact on the product of the Lagrangian function and the coor-
dinates. In the words of Eischen and Herrmann (1987), ‘While derivations based on Noether’s theorem are
admittedly more satisfying from a theoretical standpoint, the attendant mathematical apparatus tends to
obscure the relative simplicity of the end results. Therefore, alternative means of deriving balance laws for lin-
ear elasticity seems to be a credible objective’. Indeed, having obtained these balance laws, Eischen and Herr-
mann (1987) proceeded in relating them to the energy release rates for certain crack motions, in the spirit of
Budiansky and Rice (1973), trying to attach a physical meaning to them. However, Eischen and Herrmann
concluded that a minor discrepancy existed between the two sets of equations which, as they pointed out,
could have been avoided had the Hamiltonian of the system (i.e. the total energy density) been used instead
of the Lagrangian.
It is the latter conclusion that we take here as point of departure in the derivation of the balance laws of
dipolar gradient elasticity. The Hamiltonian of the system is subjected to the grad operator, and the product of
the Hamiltonian and the coordinates is subjected to the curl and div operators. Thus three balance laws are
obtained, the ﬁrst two of which, under certain conditions, produce conservation laws, i.e. path-independent
integrals, analogous to the J and L integrals of classical elasticity. We found that a path-independent integral
of the M type does not exist in dipolar gradient elasticity. The relation of these balance laws to energy release
rates under certain crack motions is also shown.
Closely related studies to the present study are the ones by Kalpakides and Agiasoﬁtou (2002) on conser-
vation laws in gradient electroelasticity and Lazar and Kirchner (2007) on the energy–momentum tensor,
angular momentum tensor and dilatational ﬂux in gradient elasticity. We should also mention that Eshelby
(1975) touches upon the energy–momentum tensor for materials governed by dipolar gradient elasticity. In
addition, Georgiadis (2003) presented an actual calculation of a 2D integral of the J-type for a crack problem
in gradient elasticity, whereas Georgiadis and Grentzelou (2006) provided an elementary direct derivation (i.e.
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elasticity.
Finally, as for applications of balance and conservation laws these laws have a broad range of applicability
(see e.g. Rice, 1968; Nakamura et al., 1985; Olver, 1984; Kienzler and Herrmann, 2000, 2004; Ma et al., 2006):
defect and fracture mechanics, stability of surfaces and interfaces, moving phase transformations, melting and
mass-accretion. They are also valuable tools in establishing uniqueness and existence theorems and in the
improvement of algorithms in numerical procedures.2. Basic equations of dipolar gradient elasticity
In this Section, we give a brief account of dipolar gradient (or grade 2) elasticity. For more details we refer
the reader to our recent papers (Georgiadis et al., 2004; Grentzelou and Georgiadis, 2005; Georgiadis and
Grentzelou, 2006) and to the fundamental papers by Toupin (1962), Mindlin (1964), Bleustein (1967), Mindlin
and Eshel (1968), and Germain (1973).
In a continuum characterized by the gradient theory, we assume small displacements, strains and rotations
and write the ﬁrst law of thermodynamics asq _U 0 ¼ spq _epq þ mrpqorop _uq; ð1Þ
with respect to a Cartesian rectangular coordinate system Ox1x2x3 (indicial notation and the summation con-
vention are used throughout). Here, q is the mass density of the continuum, U0 is the internal energy per unit
mass, uq is the displacement vector, epq = (1/2)(opuq + oqup) is the linear strain tensor, spq = sqp is the mono-
polar (or Cauchy in the nomenclature of Mindlin, 1964) stress tensor, mrpq = mprq is the dipolar (or double)
stress tensor (a third-rank tensor), op( )  o( )/oxp, a superposed dot denotes time derivative, and the Latin
indices span the range (1,2,3).
The dipolar stress tensor follows from the notion of dipolar forces, which are anti-parallel forces acting
between the micro-media contained in the continuum with microstructure. As explained by Green and Rivlin
(1964) and Jaunzemis (1967), the notion of multipolar forces arises from a series expansion of the mechanical
power containing higher-order velocity gradients.
Now, compatible with (1) is the following form of the strain–energy density W stored in the continuumW  W ðepq; jrpqÞ; ð2Þ
where jrpq  oropuq = oporuq is the second gradient of displacement. The kinematical ﬁeld ðepq; jrpqÞ is assumed
to be compatible in the sense that the relations eljpemqrojor epq = 0 and eljrojjrpq = 0 (with eljp being the Levi-
Civita alternating symbol) are satisﬁed (cf. Mindlin, 1964). In what follows, we assume the existence of a po-
sitive deﬁnite function W ðepq; jrpqÞ. Also, the form in (2) allows not only for a linear constitutive behaviour of
the material but also for a non-linear one. From the previous deﬁnitions of the kinematical variables, the sym-
metry relations epq = eqp and jrpq = jprq are obvious. Simpler versions of the general form can be derived by
identifying jrpq with either the strain gradient (strain-gradient theory: jrpq = orepq – form II in Mindlin, 1964)
or the rotation gradient (couple-stress theory: jrpq = orxpq – special case of form III in Mindlin, 1964, where
xpq = (1/2)(opuq  oqup) is the rotation tensor, following the property xpq = xqp). Nevertheless, we deal here
with the general case by taking the gradient of the entire displacement-gradient ﬁeld.
Further, stresses can be deﬁned in the standard variational mannerspq  oWoepq ; mrpq 
oW
ojrpq
; ð3a; bÞso that W ðepq; jrpqÞ  ð
R epq
0
spqdepq þ
R jrpq
0
mrpqdjrpqÞ. Note that, since mpqr is not symmetric w.r.t. its last two
indices, couple-stresses exist in this form because the couple-stress tensor lrl is related (see e.g. Jaunzemis,
1967) with the dipolar stress tensor mpqr through the equation lrl = (1/2)elpqmr[pq], where
mr½pq  ð1=2Þðmrpq  mrqpÞ.
Next, we consider the kinetic-energy density. Derivations of the full expression of the kinetic-energy density
for generalized continua of gradient type can be found in Mindlin (1964) and Georgiadis et al. (2004). Here,
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particles assumes its classical formT ¼ ð1=2Þq _uq _uq: ð4Þ
The reason for neglecting an additional term of the form I _uq;p _uq;p (with I being a micro-inertia coeﬃcient) in
the RHS of (4) is that this term, in the general inertial case, produces a set of equations (it also enters the equa-
tion of balance of momentum) that violates the assumption of objective tractions. This situation is explained in
the paper by Georgiadis et al. (2004). Omitting the micro-inertia term is also the choice in the basic work of
Mindlin and Eshel (1968). Anyway, this term is appreciable only for very high frequencies in dynamical prob-
lems. We should mention that in the special time-harmonic steady-state case, the non-objectivity is not
encountered. In fact, this allowed Georgiadis et al. (2004) to include the micro-inertia term in wave propaga-
tion studies. Finally, further discussions on the issue of non-objectivity of tractions caused by the aforemen-
tioned micro-inertia term are provided by Jaunzemis (1967, pp. 233) and Eringen (1968).
Then, the equations of motion and the traction boundary conditions along a smooth boundary can be
obtained from energy considerations (Mindlin, 1964; Bleustein, 1967; Mindlin and Eshel, 1968). In accord
with (1), (2) and (3a,b), the energy equation postulated is written asZ
V
q _uq€uqdVþ
Z
V
q _U 0dV ¼
Z
V
fq _uqdVþ
Z
S
tðnÞq _uqdSþ
Z
S
T ðnÞqr oq _urdS; ð5Þwhere fq is the monopolar body force per unit volume, tðnÞq is the force (monopolar) surface traction, T
ðnÞ
pq is the
dipolar (double) force surface traction, and np is the outward unit normal to the boundary along a section
inside the body or along the surface of it. Examples of the latter tractions along the surface of a 2D half-space
are given in Fig. 1. Also, a dipolar body force ﬁeld is omitted in the present work since this case is a rather
unrealistic possibility. This absence of double body forces can also be quoted in Mindlin (1964) general form
and, also, in Mindlin and Eshel (1968).
In view of the above, the equations of motion and the traction boundary conditions along a smooth bound-
ary take the formopðspq  ormrpqÞ þ fq ¼ q€uq in V ð6Þ
npðspq  ormrpqÞ  DpðnrmrpqÞ þ ðDjnjÞnrnpmrpq ¼ Pq on bdy; ð7Þ
nrnpmrpq ¼ Rq on bdy; ð8Þwhere V is the region (open set) occupied by the body, bdy denotes any boundary along a section inside the
body or along the surface of it, Dp( )  op( )  npD( ) is the surface gradient operator, D( )  nror( ) is the nor-
mal gradient operator, and Pq  tðnÞq þ ðDrnrÞnpT ðnÞpq  DpT ðnÞpq and Rq  npT ðnÞpq are auxiliary force and double-
force tractions, respectively.
For completeness, the kinematical boundary conditions are also stated (Georgiadis and Grentzelou, 2006)11
x1
x2
21 2
t TT
(2)
(2)
(2)
Fig. 1. Positively oriented true monopolar and dipolar tractions on the surface of a half-space.
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DðuqÞ : given on Su; ð10Þwhere Su is the portion of the surface S of the body on which both displacements and their normal derivatives
are prescribed. Of course, Sr [ Su = S and Sr \ Su = ; hold true, with Sr being the portion of the surface S of
the body on which external tractions are prescribed.
In the case now of a linear constitutive behavior, the strain–energy density takes the following general qua-
dratic formW ¼ ð1=2Þcpqlmepqelm þ ð1=2Þdrpqjlmjrpqjjlm þ frpqlmjrpqelm; ð11Þ
where cpqlm, drpqjlm and frpqlm are tensors of the material constants. The number of independent components of
the tensors cpqlm and drpqjlm (which are of even rank) can be reduced to yield isotropic behavior, but the tensor
frpqlm (being of odd rank) inevitably results in some type of anisotropic behavior. In other words, when iso-
tropic material behavior is to be considered, it should deﬁnitely be set frpqlm = 0. Therefore, in what follows,
we omit the latter term and consider the following material responseW ¼ ð1=2Þcpqlmepqelm þ ð1=2Þdrpqjlmjrpqjjlm; ð12Þ
spq ¼ cpqlmelm; mrpq ¼ drpqjlmjjlm; ð13a; bÞwhere the symmetries cpqlm = clmpq = cqplm = cpqml and drpqjlm = djlmrpq = dprqjlm = drpqljm prevail (due to the
symmetries of the stresses and the kinematical variables). In the case of non-homogeneous behavior,
ðcpqlm; drpqjlmÞ can be considered as continuously diﬀerentiable functions of position x. On the other hand,
the positive deﬁniteness of W sets restrictions on the range of values of the material constants. Inequalities
of this type are given, e.g., in Georgiadis et al. (2004).
Finally, we record the constitutive relations for an isotropic linear gradient material (Mindlin, 1964) – a case
in which our results will frequently be specializedspq ¼ kdpqejj þ 2lepq; ð14aÞ
mrpq ¼ 1
2
d1ðjjjrdpq þ 2jqjjdrp þ jjjpdqrÞ þ d2ðjrjjdpq þ jpjjdrqÞ þ 2d3jjjqdrp þ 2d4jrpq þ d5ðjqpr þ jqrpÞ; ð14bÞwhere k and l are the standard Lame´ constants, db(b = 1, . . .5) are the additional material constants, and dpq is
the Kronecker delta.3. Balance laws
As discussed in the Introduction, the balance laws will be obtained through the application of the grad, curl
and div operators on the Hamiltonian of the system. We generally consider a non-homogeneous, anisotropic,
elastic solid. We also assume, in the general case, inertia eﬀects and the presence of monopolar body forces.
The solid is governed by the gradient theory. In such a body, a bounded regular closed region V is considered
and this region is enclosed by a surface S whose unit outward normal vector is n. The region is simply con-
nected and free of singularities. In accord with the discussion in Section 2, the Hamiltonian density of the sys-
tem isE  Tþ W ¼ 1
2
q _ui _ui þ W ðeij; jlijÞ; ð15Þin the case of general non-linear constitutive response, whereasE ¼ 1
2
q _ui _ui þ 1
2
cijlmeijelm þ 1
2
dlijspqjlijjspq; ð16Þin the case of linear constitutive response. In the above equations, ui  ui(x, t), q  q(x), cijlm  cijlm(x),
dlijspq  dlijspq (x).
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The ﬁrst balance law will be derived through the application of the gradient operator on the Hamiltonian.
We consider a non-linear constitutive response and writerE  E;k ¼ oEo _ui
o _ui
oxk
þ oE
oeij
oeij
oxk
þ oE
ojlij
ojlij
oxk
þ oE
oxk
 
expl:
)
E;idik  sijuj;ik  mlijuj;ilk  q _ui _ui;k ¼ ðE;kÞexpl:; ð17Þ
where the explicit derivative of E with respect to xk has its standard deﬁnitionoE
oxk
 
expl:
 o
oxk
Eðui; _ui; eij; jlij; xlÞ
ui; _ui; eij; jlij const:; xl const:; l 6¼ k; ð18Þi.e. it is obtained by considering all other variables of E, apart from xk, as constants.
Further, through the introduction of divergence of both the monopolar and the dipolar stresses, use of the
equations of motion in (6), and an appropriate grouping of terms, (17) assumes the form½Edik  ðsij  mlij;lÞuj;k  miljuj;lk;i ¼ ðE;kÞexpl: þ q _ui _ui;k  q€ujuj;k þ fjuj;k; ð19Þ
which is the diﬀerential form of the ﬁrst balance law obtained here. The RHS of (19) pertains to material inho-
mogeneity, inertia eﬀects and body forces.
An integral form of (19) can be obtained through the application of the Green-Gauss theorem (divergence
theorem)Z
S
½Enk  niðsij  mlij;lÞuj;k  nimlijuj;lkdS
Z
V
½ðE;kÞexpl: þ q _ui _ui;k  q€uiui;k þ fiui;kdV ¼ 0: ð20ÞThis expression can also be written in terms of the auxiliary tractions (Pi,Ri). Indeed, by splitting the deriv-
ative of the displacement into a normal and a tangential part, (20) can be written asZ
S
½Enk  niðsij  mlij;lÞuj;k  nimlijDlðuj;kÞ  nlnimlijDðuj;kÞdS

Z
V
½ðE;kÞexpl: þ q _ui _ui;k  q€uiui;k þ fiui;kdV ¼ 0)Z
S
½Enk  niðsij  mlij;lÞuj;k  ðDsnsÞnlnimlijuj;k þ DlðnimlijÞuj;k  nlnimlijDðuj;kÞdS

Z
V
½ðE;kÞexpl: þ q _ui _ui;k  q€uiui;k þ fiui;kdV ¼ 0; ð21Þwhere the following relation is employedZ
S
DiðnjT jabc...ÞdS ¼
Z
S
ðDsnsÞninjT jabc...dS; ð22Þwhich holds for any smooth surface. Tjabc. . . stands for a Cartesian tensor of any rank. A proof of the latter
statement is straightforward and can be found, e.g., in the treatise by Jaunzemis, 1967. Suﬃce it to say that one
starts with the relation nkekrqorðelqpnpnjT abc...Þ ¼ DlðnjT abc...Þ  nlnjT abc...ðDknkÞ and then uses the Green-Gauss
theorem.
Next, by utilizing the traction boundary conditions stated in Eqs. (7) and (8), we obtainZ
S
½Enk  P iui;k  RiDðui;kÞdS
Z
V
½ðE;kÞexpl: þ q _ui _ui;k  q€uiui;k þ fiui;kdV ¼ 0: ð23ÞBoth relations Eqs. (20) and (23) are integral representations of the same balance law, i.e. the one stated in
(19). In the absence of body forces and inhomogeneity, and in the quasi-static case (no inertial eﬀects), (19)
degenerates into the following conservation law
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the corresponding integral form of which isZ
S
½Wnk  niðsij  mlij;lÞuj;k  nimlijuj;lkdS ¼ 0; ð25Þwritten also under the form (using the auxiliary tractions)Z
S
½Wnk  P iui;k  RiDðui;kÞdS ¼ 0: ð26ÞThe above conservation law is in agreement with the one obtained by Georgiadis and Grentzelou (2006) in the
2D case. In that case, the LHS of (26), with S being a piecewise smooth simple curve surrounding the crack tip,
is the J-integral in the context of gradient elasticity.
3.2. Rotation
The second balance law is derived through the application of the rotation (curl) operator to the product of
the Hamiltonian function and the coordinatesr ðExÞ  ekijðExjÞ;i ¼ ekij
oðExjÞ
o _un
o _un
oxi
þ oðExjÞ
oemn
oemn
oxi
þ oðExjÞ
ojlmn
ojlmn
oxi
þ oðExjÞ
oxi
 
expl:
" #
)
ekijðExjÞ;i ¼ ekij½q _un _un;ixj þ smnun;mixj þ mlmnun;mlixj þ ðE;iÞexpl:xj: ð27Þ
Now, if the divergence of the monopolar and the dipolar stress tensors is introduced, (27) becomesekijfðExjÞ;i  ½ðsmm  mlmn;lÞun;ixj;m þ ðsmn  mlmn;lÞ;mun;ixj þ sjnun;i  ðmlmnun;lixjÞ;m  mljn;lun;i
þ mljnun;lig
¼ ekij½ðE;iÞexpl:xj þ q _un _un;ixj: ð28ÞNext, by employing the equations of motion in (6) and adding and subtracting the term ekij(sni  mlni,l)uj,n to
the LHS of Eq. (28), we obtain after proper re-arrangement of terms the following relationfekmjExj  ekij½ðsmn  mlmn;lÞun;ixj  ðsim  mlmi;lÞuj þ mlmnun;lixj þ mjmnun;i  mmniuj;ng;m
¼ ekij½ðE;iÞexpl:xj þ q _un _un;ixj  q€unun;ixj þ q€uiuj þ fnun;ixj  fiuj  ðsjnun;i  sinuj;n þ 2mljnun;il
 mlniuj;nlÞ; ð29Þwhich is the diﬀerential form of the second balance law obtained here. The RHS of Eq. (29) contains terms
stemming from inhomogeneity, inertia, body forces and anisotropy. In particular, the term in round parenthe-
ses in the RHS of (29) is treated for linear and isotropic material behavior in our Appendix.
An integral form of the second balance law can be obtained through the application of the divergence the-
orem in (29). We obtainZ
S
ekij½niExj  nmðsmn  mlmn;lÞun;ixj þ nmðsim  mlmi;lÞuj  nmmlmnun;lixj  nmmjmnun;i þ nmmmniuj;ndS
þ
Z
V
ekijðsjnun;i  sinuj;n þ 2mljnun;il  mlniuj;nlÞdV
Z
V
ekij½ðE;iÞexpl:xj þ q _un _un;ixj  q€unun;ixj þ q€uiuj
þ fnun;ixj  fiujdV
¼ 0: ð30ÞThis can also be written alternatively in terms of auxiliary tractions. By splitting up the derivative of the dis-
placement into normal and tangential parts and by using the boundary conditions stated in (7) and (8), we get
after some algebra
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S
ekij½niExj  Pnun;ixj þ P iuj  RnDðun;iÞxj þ RiDðujÞ  RnDiðunÞnjdSþ
Z
V
ekijðsjnun;i  sinuj;n
þ 2mljnun;il  mlniuj;nlÞdV
Z
V
ekij½ðE;iÞexpl:xj þ q _un _un;ixj  q€unun;ixj þ q€uiuj þ fnun;ixj  fiujdV
¼ 0: ð31Þ
Now, we restrict attention to the case of a linear, isotropic, homogeneous, grade 2, elastic material with no
body forces and no inertia eﬀects. In such a case, (29) yields the following conservation law (the result in
Appendix was utilized)fekmjWxj  ekij½ðsmn  mlmn;lÞun;ixj þ ðsim  mlmi;lÞuj  mlmnun;lixj  mjmnun;i þ mmniuj;ng;m ¼ 0: ð32ÞThe above conservation law is written by using surface integrals under the following two alternative forms.
The ﬁrst is written in terms of monopolar and dipolar stressesZ
S
ekij½niWxj  nmðsmn  mlmn;lÞun;ixj þ nmðsim  mlmi;lÞujdS
Z
S
ekij½nmmlmnun;lixj þ nmmjmnun;i
 nmmmniuj;ndS ¼ 0;
ð33Þand the second in terms of auxiliary tractionsZ
S
ekij½niWxj  Pnun;ixj þ P iuj  RnDðun;iÞxj þ RiDðujÞ  RnDiðunÞnjdS ¼ 0: ð34Þ3.3. Divergence
The third balance law is obtained by taking the divergence of the product of the Hamiltonian function of
the system and the coordinatesr  ðExÞ  ðExkÞ;k ¼
oðExkÞ
o _ui
o _ui
oxk
þ oðExkÞ
oeij
oeij
oxk
þ oðExkÞ
ojlij
ojlij
oxk
þ oðExkÞ
oxk
 
expl:
)
ðExkÞ;k ¼ q _ui _ui;kxk þ sijuj;ikxk þ mlijuj;ilkxk þ ðE;kÞexpl:xk þ Exk;k )
ðExkÞ;k ¼ q _ui _ui;kxk þ sijuj;ikxk þ mlijuj;ilkxk þ ðE;kÞexpl:xk þ aE;
ð35Þwhere a is equal to the dimension of space (a = 2 in 2D problems, and a = 3 in 3D problems). Further, by
introducing the divergence of stress tensors and re-arranging terms properly, we obtainðExkÞ;k  ðsijuj;kxkÞ;i þ sij;iuj;kxk þ sijuj;i  ðmlijuj;ikxkÞ;l þ ðmlij;luj;kxkÞ;i  mlij;liuj;kxk  mlij;luj;i
 a 2
2
ðsijujÞ;i þ
a 2
2
sij;iuj  a 2
2
ðmlijuj;iÞ;l þ
a 2
2
mlij;luj;i
¼ ðE;kÞexpl:xk þ q _ui _ui;kxk þ
a
2
q _ui _ui: ð36ÞFinally, by employing the equations of motion, (36) assumes the formExi  ðsij  mlij;lÞuj;kxk  miljuj;lkxk  a 2
2
ðsij  mlij;lÞuj  a
2
miljuj;l
 
;i
¼ ðE;kÞexpl:xk þ q _ui _ui;kxk  q€uiui;kxk þ
a
2
q _ui _ui  a 2
2
q€uiui þ fiui;kxk þ a 2
2
fiui þ mlijuj;il; ð37Þwhich is the diﬀerential form of the third balance law obtained here.
In order to have the integral form of this balance law, we apply the divergence theorem and get
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S
ni Exi  ðsij  mlij;lÞuj;kxk  miljuj;lkxk  a 2
2
ðsij  mlij;lÞuj  a
2
miljuj;l
 
dS

Z
V
ðE;kÞexpl:xk þ q _ui _ui;kxk þ
a
2
q _ui _ui  q€uiui;kxk  a 2
2
q€uiui þ fiui;kxk þ a 2
2
fiui
 
dV

Z
V
mlijuj;ildV ¼ 0: ð38ÞAgain, this can also be written in terms of auxiliary tractions. Through a process similar to the previous cases,
we ﬁnally haveZ
S
Enkxk  P iui;kxk  a 2
2
P iui  RiDðui;kÞxk  a
2
RiDðuiÞ
 
dS

Z
V
ðE;kÞexpl:xk þ q _ui _ui;kxk þ
a
2
q _ui _ui  q€uiui;kxk  a 2
2
q€uiui þ fiui;kxk þ a 2
2
fiui
 
dV

Z
V
mlijuj;ildV ¼ 0: ð39ÞNotice that the above balance law never leads to a conservation law, in contrast to the two previous occasions
in (26) and (34). Indeed, even for a homogeneous material in the absence of body forces and inertia eﬀects,
there still remains the term mlijuj,il (third integral) in the LHS of Eq. (39).
4. Energy release rates for cracks
In this Section, we will derive the expressions for the energy release rates associated with certain crack
(defect) motions, namely (i) rigid translation, (ii) rigid rotation, and (iii) self-similar expansion. In the ﬁrst case,
all points on the crack surfaces are considered to move with velocity v = vkeˆk, where vk is constant. In the sec-
ond case, all points on the crack surfaces are considered to move with an angular velocity mk = e3klxl x about
the x3-axis, where x is a positive constant. In the third case, all points on the crack surfaces are considered to
move with velocity vk = axk where a is a positive constant. Comparing the results that will be obtained in this
Section with the ones in the Section 3, one gains insight about the physical meaning of the conservation laws
established previously. A 2D plane-strain state is assumed but the extension to a 3D situation is straightfor-
ward. Our analysis is in the spirit of the one by Eischen and Herrmann, 1987, who treated the standard elas-
ticity case.
The case of a grade 2, elastic material is considered. In general, non-linear constitutive equations and iner-
tia, inhomogeneity and anisotropy eﬀects are included in the analysis, as well as the action of a body-force
ﬁeld. Our analysis applies also to rapid crack propagation. We consider a body occupying the plane domain
X with its outer boundary being a smooth curve denoted by C0 (see Fig. 2). The body contains a single, inter-
nal, through-the-thickness, straight crack with stress-free faces. The crack is denoted by L. The inner bound-
ary of X is made up of two straight lines along the crack faces Cc, and two circles Ce, the centre of which is
situated on each of the crack tips and their radius is e! 0.
During any of the aforementioned crack motions, an energy rate balance condition must hold (Freund,
1972). According to this condition, at any instant of time t, the rate of work of tractions on C0 and of the
body-force ﬁeld on X is equal to the rate of increase of the total energy of the body plus the rate of energy
absorption by the moving crack surfaces, i.e.Pþ B ¼ _K þ _U þ F ; ð40Þ
whereP ¼
Z
C0
½P i _ui þ RiDð _uiÞdC; ð41Þis the rate of work of the tractions on C0,
Fig. 2. A plane domain containing a ﬁnite-length crack with stress-free faces.
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Ce!0
Z
XðtÞ
fi _uidX; ð42Þis the rate of work of the body forces in X,K ¼ lim
Ce!0
Z
XðtÞ
1
2
q _ui _uidX; ð43Þis the total kinetic energy in X, andU ¼ lim
Ce!0
Z
XðtÞ
1
2
sijuj;i þ 1
2
mlijuj;il
 
dX; ð44Þis the total strain energy of the body stored in X. Also, in (40), F is the rate of energy absorbed into the crack
tips and the crack surfaces. This rate of energy is measured as a change in energy per unit thickness, per unit
time.
The position of the surfaces Ce and Cc is time-dependent, since they move with the crack. Therefore, for the
calculation of _K and _U we have to employ the Reynolds transport theorem (see e.g. Jaunzemis, 1967). The
results of this calculation are_K ¼ lim
Ce!0
Z
X
q€ui _uidXþ
Z
CeþCc
1
2
q _ui _uivknkdC
 
; ð45Þfor the rate of kinetic energy and_U ¼ lim
Ce!0
Z
X
sij _uj;i þ mlij _uj;il
	 

dXþ
Z
CeþCc
1
2
sijuj;i þ 1
2
mlijuj;il
 
vknkdC
 
; ð46Þfor the rate of the strain energy.
Given the above deﬁnitions and calculations, we derive from relation (40) the expression for the energy
absorption rate. Employing the equations of motion in (6) and also (41), (42), (45) and (46), Eq. (40) can
be written asF¼
Z
C0
P i _uiþRiDð _uiÞ½ dC lim
Ce!0
f
Z
X
½ðsijmlij;lÞ;i _ujþðsij _uj;iþmlij _uj;ilÞdXg limCe!0
Z
CeþCc
EvknkdC; ð47Þwhich holds in the general case of a grade 2 elastic material with non-linear constitutive relations and including
the eﬀects of inertia, inhomogeneity, anisotropy and body forces. The only restriction in deriving (47) is the
assumption of small displacements, strains and rotations. Then, in light of the divergence theorem and the
traction boundary conditions in (7) and (8), Eq. (47) takes ﬁnally the form
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Ce!0
Z
CeþCc
½Evknk þ niðsij  mlij;lÞ _uj þ nlmlij _uj;idC: ð48ÞFurther, this energy rate can be split up into two parts, the ﬁrst pertaining to the energy absorbed at the crack
tips and the second to the energy absorbed along the crack surfacesF ¼ F tip þ F sur; ð49Þ
whereF tip ¼  lim
Ce!0
Z
Ce
½Evknk þ niðsij  mlij;lÞ _uj þ nlmlij _uj;idC; ð50ÞandF sur ¼  lim
Ce!0
Z
Cc
EvknkdC: ð51ÞNote that the crack surfaces are considered traction free and that nþk ¼ nk on Cc. Also, near the tip of an
extending crack the ﬁeld quantities obey the following relation (Nakamura et al., 1985)oðÞ
ot
¼ vk oðÞoxk ; ð52Þwhich is valid not only for a steady state but also for transient states as well.
Therefore, the energy absorption rates on the surfaces of the crack and at the crack tips are given asF tip ¼  lim
Ce!0
Z
Ce
½Evknk  niðsij  mlij;lÞuj;kvk  nlmlijuj;ikvkdC; ð53Þ
F sur ¼ lim
Ce!0
Z
Cc
½E  Eþvknþk dC: ð54ÞNext, we proceed in evaluating the energy release rates for each one of the diﬀerent crack (defect) motions.
4.1. Rigid translation
In the case of a conceptual rigid translation, all points on the crack surfaces are considered to move with
velocity v = vkeˆk, where vk is constant. The energy release rate measured as a change in energy per unit trans-
lation, per unit thickness of the body, is denoted as GTk and is deﬁned throughGTk 
F tip
vk
¼  lim
Ce!0
Z
Ce
½Enk  niðsij  mlij;lÞuj;k  nlmlijuj;ikdC: ð55ÞBy using the divergence theorem, this can be written in terms of line integrals along the paths C0 and Cc and a
domain integral over X. We introduce the symbol Jk and writeJk  GTk ¼
Z
C0
½Enk  niðsij  mlij;lÞuj;k  nlmlijuj;ikdCþ
Z
Cc
EnkdC
Z
X
fE;k  ½ðsijmlij;lÞuj;k;i  ðmlijuj;ikÞ;lgdX:
ð56Þ
Next, by employing the explicit derivative of the Hamiltonian function E and the traction boundary condi-
tions, we obtain the following expressionJk ¼
Z
C0
½Enk  P iui;k  RiDðui;kÞdCþ
Z
Cc
½E  Eþnþk dC
Z
X
½q _ui _ui;k  q€uiui;k þ fiui;k þ ðE;kÞexpl:dX:
ð57Þ
This expression may be thought of as an extension, including gradient eﬀects, of the respective integral derived
by Eischen and Herrmann (1987).
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For rigid rotation, all points on the crack surfaces are considered to move with an angular velocity
mk = e3klxlx about the x3-axis, where x is a positive constant. The energy release rate measured as a change
in energy per unit angular rotation, per unit thickness of the body, is denoted as GR and is deﬁned throughGR  F tip
x
¼ lim
Ce!0
Z
Ce
e3kr½Enkxr  niðsij  mlij;lÞuj;kxr  nlmlijuj;ikxrdC: ð58ÞAgain, by using the divergence theorem, this quantity can be expressed in terms of line integrals along the
paths C0 and Cc and a domain integral over X. Introducing the symbol L3, we writeL3  GR ¼
Z
C0
e3kr½Enkxr  niðsij  mlij;lÞuj;kxr  nlmlijuj;ikxrdC
þ
Z
Cc
e3kr½EnkxrdC
Z
X
e3krfðExrÞ;k  ½ðsij  mlij;lÞuj;kxr;i  ðmlijuj;ikxrÞ;lgdX; ð59Þor, equivalently,L3 ¼
Z
C0
e3kr½Enkxr  niðsij  mlij;lÞuj;kxr  nlmlijuj;ikxrdCþ
Z
Cc
e3krEnkxrdC
Z
X
e3krfðmlriui;kÞ;l
 ðmlikur;iÞ;l  ½ðsik  mlik;lÞur;igdX
Z
X
e3kr½ðE;kÞexpl:xr þ q _ui _ui;kxr  q€uiui;kxr þ q€ukur þ fiui;kxr
 fkurdX
Z
X
e3kr½sikur;i  sriui;k þ 2mlriui;kl  mlikur;ildX: ð60ÞFinally, in terms of auxiliary tractions, the above relation assumes the formL3 ¼
Z
C0
e3kr½Enkxr  P iui;kxr  RiDðui;kÞxr  Riui;kDxr þ nlmlriui;kdCþ
Z
Cc
e3krEnkxrdC

Z
X
e3krfðmlriui;kÞ;l  ðmlikur;iÞ;l  ½ðsik  mlik;lÞur;igdX
Z
X
e3kr½ðE;kÞexpl:xr þ q _ui _ui;kxr
 q€uiui;kxr þ q€ukur þ fiui;kxr  fkurdX
Z
X
e3kr½sikur;i  sriui;k þ 2mlriui;kl  mlikur;ildX: ð61Þ4.3. Self-similar expansion
In the case of self-similar expansion, all points on the crack surfaces are considered to move with velocity
vk = axk with a being a positive constant. The energy release rate measured as change in energy per unit thick-
ness is denoted as GE and is deﬁned throughGE  F tip
a
¼  lim
Ce!0
Z
Ce
½Exknk  niðsij  mlij;lÞuj;kxk  nlmlijuj;ikxkdC: ð62ÞThis can be written in terms of line integrals along the paths C0 and Cc and a domain integral over X using the
divergence theorem. We introduce the symbol M and obtainM  GE ¼
Z
C0
½Exknk  niðsij  mlij;lÞuj;kxk  nlmlijuj;ikxkdCþ
Z
Cc
½E  Eþnþk xkdC

Z
X
fðExkÞ;k  ½ðsij  mlij;lÞuj;kxk;i  ðmlijuj;ikxkÞ;lgdX; ð63Þor, equivalently,
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Z
C0
½Exknk  niðsij  mlij;lÞuj;kxk  nlmlijuj;ikxkdCþ
Z
Cc
EnkxkdC

Z
X
½ðE;kÞexpl:xk þ q _ui _ui;kxk þ q _ui _ui  q€uiui;kxk þ fiui;kxkdX
Z
X
mlij;luj;idX: ð64ÞAlso, using auxiliary tractions, this relation takes the formM ¼
Z
C0
½Exknk  P iui;kxk  RiDðui;kÞxk  RiDðuiÞdCþ
Z
Cc
EnkxkdC
Z
X
½ðE;kÞexpl:xk þ q _ui _ui;kxk
þ q _ui _ui  q€uiui;kxk þ fiui;kxkdX
Z
X
mlijuj;ildX: ð65Þ5. Interrelation between balance laws and energy release rates
In classical elasticity, the Jk, Lk and M integrals have been associated with energy release rates (Budiansky
and Rice, 1973; Eischen and Herrmann, 1987). Within the framework of dipolar gradient elasticity now, in
order for us to assert that the balance laws derived in Section 3 are, in fact, the generalizations of the afore-
mentioned integrals, we have to associate them with the integral expressions derived in Section 4. In other
words, we answer below the question of whether the balance laws in (20), (30) and (38) lead to crack-tip energy
release rates when the path S is taken as Ce and the domain V vanishes. We restrict attention to the case of a
linear, grade 2, elastic material with inhomogeneity, anisotropy and inertia eﬀects. In particular, the restriction
to linearity of constitutive equations is imposed here in order that certain domain integrals be vanished in the
process of shrinking the path of integration onto the crack tips. This point is further explained below.
When the path of integration S in the expressions of the balance laws (in the two-dimensional case) is
shrunk onto the crack tips, then the resulting expressions should be the energy release rates for the three indi-
vidual crack motions. In this case, the domain integrals vanish (this is explained below) and Eqs. (20), (30) and
(38) yield, respectivelyI ð1Þk ¼ limS!0
Z
S
½Enk  niðsij  mlij;lÞuj;k  nlmlijuj;ikdS; ð66Þ
I ð2Þ3 ¼ limS!0
Z
S
e3ij½Enixj  nmðsmn  mlmn;lÞun;ixj  nmmlmnun;lixjdS; ð67Þ
I ð3Þ ¼ lim
S!0
Z
S
½Enixi  niðsij  mlij;lÞuj;kxk  nlmlijuj;ikxkdS; ð68ÞIndeed, the above equations are identiﬁed with (55), (58) and (62). Therefore, if the surface of integration en-
closes a defect, each balance law corresponds to an energy release rate for a particular motion of that defect:
translation ðI ð1Þk ¼ GTk Þ, rotation ðI ð2Þ3 ¼ GR3 Þ, and self-similar expansion (I(3) = GE). The opposite signs in
these expressions are due to the fact that the paths S and Ce are traversed in opposite directions.
As now for the question of whether the domain integrals in (20), (30) and (38) vanish when S is taken to be
Ce in the limit Ce! 0, the answer in the case of linear gradient elasticity is in the aﬃrmative. The argument is
based on the following points: (i) time and space derivatives are of the same order, as (52) suggests, in the
crack-tip vicinity, (ii) the strain–energy density and the displacement and body-force ﬁelds should be bounded
in crack-tip vicinity, in view of the uniqueness theorem for 2D crack problems (Grentzelou and Georgiadis,
2005), and (iii) the displacement behaves as r3/2 and the dipolar stresses as r1/2, where r is the radial distance
from the crack tip, in 2D crack problems of gradient elasticity (see e.g. Georgiadis, 2003).
In the quasi-static and homogeneous case, one deﬁnes the following conservative integral through the cor-
responding conservation law in (25) and (26)Jk 
Z
S
½Wnk  niðsij  mlij;lÞuj;k  nimlijuj;lkdS ¼
Z
S
½Wnk  P iui;k  RiDðui;kÞdS; ð69Þ
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the integral in (69) is the generalization in three dimensions of the J-integral, in gradient elasticity, previously
derived through an elementary procedure by Georgiadis and Grentzelou (2006).
Also, in the quasi-static, homogeneous and isotropic case, one may deﬁne the following conservative inte-
gral through the corresponding conservation law in (33) and (34)Lk 
Z
S
ekij½niWxj  nmðsmn  mlmn;lÞun;ixj þ nmðsim  mlmi;lÞujdS
Z
S
ekij½nmmlmnun;lixj þ nmmjmnun;i
 nmmmniuj;ndS
¼
Z
S
ekij½niWxj  Pnun;ixj þ P iuj  RnDðun;iÞxj þ RiDðujÞ  RnDiðunÞnjdS; ð70Þwhich is the ‘gradient-elasticity’ generalization of the counterpart integral of standard elasticity.
Finally, note that, in view of (39), the M-integral deﬁned in (65) is not path-independent even in the
quasi-static, homogeneous case with zero body forces. This is because the existence of characteristic
lengths in the material response renders the strain–energy density non-invariant under a self-similar scale
change. A similar conclusion was also reached by Lubarda and Markenskoﬀ (2000) in the case of cou-
ple-stress elasticity.6. A note on the strain-gradient case
In the ‘pure’ strain-gradient case, Eq. (2) for the strain–energy density is considered but now with jrpq being
the gradient of only the strain ﬁeld (and not of the entire displacement-gradient ﬁeld), i.e. jrpq = orepq. This is
form II in Mindlin’s (1964) paper. Obviously, jrpq  jrqp holds. Stresses are deﬁned as in (3a,b) and, therefore,
the dipolar stress tensor exhibits the symmetry mrpq  mrqp. In this form, rotation gradients are not considered
and couple-stresses are absent. All governing equations pertaining to the general form and all energy consid-
erations and results given before are also valid for form II provided that the proper symmetries for all tensors
are followed.7. Conclusions
The Hamiltonian of a grade 2 elastic material is subjected to the grad operator and the product of the
Hamiltonian and the coordinates is subjected to the curl and div operators. In this way, three balance laws
are obtained, which are related to the energy release rates for crack translation, crack rotation and self-
similar expansion. In the quasi-static case and in the absence of inertial eﬀects and body forces, if the
material is homogeneous the ﬁrst balance law is in fact a conservation law and yields a path-independent
integral analogous to the J integral of classical elasticity. If in addition the material is considered to be
isotropic, the second balance law becomes a conservation law as well, and a path-independent integral
of the L type is obtained. It is shown, however, that a path-independent integral of the M-type does
not exist in dipolar gradient elasticity.Acknowledgements
Financial support under the ‘‘LEYKIPPOS’’ project of NTU Athens is acknowledged with thanks [Ti-
tle of the individual program: ‘‘Fracture and Defect Mechanics for Materials with Microstructure’’ (#
65149600)].Appendix A
Here, we prove that for an isotropic, linear, grade 2, elastic material, the expression we deﬁne as bk below is
equal to zero
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To this end, we replace in this expression the constitutive relations (14) and writebk ¼ ekij½kessuj;i þ 2lejnun;i  kessuj;i  2leinuj;n þ d1ðul;ssuj;il þ 2us;slul;ij þ uj;ssul;ilÞ þ 2d2ðus;sluj;il þ us;sjul;ilÞ
þ 4d3un;ssun;ij þ 4d4un;jlun;il þ 2d5ðul;jnun;il þ uj;lnun;ilÞ  d1ðun;ssuj;in þ us;siuj;nnÞ  2d2us;snuj;in
 2d3ui;ssuj;ll  2d4ui;nluj;nl  2d5ul;niuj;nl )
bk ¼ ekij½2lðejnun;i  einuj;nÞ þ 2d2un;njul;il  2d3ui;nnuj;ll þ 4d4un;ilun;jl  2d4ui;nluj;nl þ 2d5ul;jnun;il )
bk ¼ ekijð2d2un;njul;il  2d3ui;nnuj;ll þ 4d4un;ilun;jl  2d4ui;nluj;nl þ 2d5ul;jnun;ilÞ; ðA2Þwhere we have employed the result that the term ekij (ejnun,i  einuj,n) vanishes:
ekijejnun;i  ekijeinuj;n ¼ ekijejnun;i þ ekjieinuj;n ¼ ekijejnun;i þ ekijejnui;n
¼ ekijejnðun;i þ ui;nÞ ¼ 2ekijejnein ¼ 0: ðA3Þ
Next, we multiply both sides of (A2) with ekst and employ the relation ekijekst = disdjt  ditdjs. Then, (A2)
providesekstbk ¼ ðdisdjt  ditdjsÞð2d2un;njul;il  2d3ui;nnuj;ll þ 4d4un;ilun;jl  2d4ui;nluj;nl þ 2d5ul;jnun;ilÞ )
ekstbk ¼ 2d2ðun;ntul;ls  un;nsul;ltÞ  2d3ðus;nnut;ll  ut;nnus;llÞ þ 4d4ðun;slun;tl  un;tlun;slÞ
 2d4ðus;nlut;nl  ut;nlus;nlÞ þ 2d5ðul;tnun;sl  ul;snun;tlÞ ) ekstbk ¼ 0) bk ¼ 0; ðA4Þwhich concludes the proof of our statement.
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